Introduction
Leptonic decays are a very clean way to access QCD. In the Standard Model (SM), the leptonic decays occur via the annihilation of the constituent quarks of the parent meson into a virtual W + boson that subsequently materializes as a lepton-antineutrino pair. The leptonic decay rate of a D + or D + s meson is given by
where G F is the Fermi coupling constant, M D
is the mass of the D + or D + s , m ℓ is the final state lepton mass, |V cq | is the CKM matrix element |V cs | or |V cd |, and f D (s) is the "decay constant," a parameter related to the overlap of the heavy and light quark wave-functions at zero spatial separation. In the charm sector, the CKM matrix elements are tightly constrained by unitarity. Using Eq. (1), measurements of leptonic decay rates lead to the decay constants and test of QCD calculations.
This ability to test QCD calculations makes the studies of charm leptonic decays valuable to B mixing. It is not possible to determine f B from leptonic B decays, theoretical calculations of f B must be used to translate measurements of B mixing to CKM matrix elements. Testing QCD calculations of the decay constants f D + and f D + s helps build more confidence in the theoretical calculations of f B . In addition, leptonic charm decays are sensitive to new physics -various new physics scenarios can affect the leptonic D branching ratios.
Overview of experimental measurements
Comparing the decay rates for the various leptonic decay channels of the D and D + s mesons, we make the following observations. First, D s decays have larger branching ratios than D decays, because of the CKM factor |V cd(s) |. Second, due to the helicity and phase space factors, Γ(D s . At 3.770 GeV, the analysis strategy is to reconstruct one of the two D mesons in a hadronic final state, and search for the leptonic decay in the system recoiling from the tag D. To reconstruct the tag D, it is required that the tag candidate have a measured energy consistent with the beam energy, and a "beam constrained mass", M BC , consistent with the mass of a D meson, where
E beam is the beam energy, and p D is the measured momentum of the tag candidate. The clean event environment at charm threshold leads to a high tagging efficiency.
After identifying a D tag, the decays D + → µ + ν are sought by requiring only one additional oppositely charged track within | cos θ| <0.9, where θ is the angle between the track and the positron beam direction, and there is no additional photons with energy greater than 250 MeV. The selected events are then separated into two cases: case (i), where the charged track deposits less than 300 MeV of energy in the calorimeter, and case (ii), where the deposited energy is greater than 300 MeV. Case (i) contains 98.8% of the muons, and 55% of the pions.
The missing-mass-squared is then computed:
where p tag is the three-momentum of the fully reconstructed D tag, and E µ + ( p µ + ) is the energy (momentum) of the µ + candidate. Fig. 1 (left) shows the MM 2 distribution for case (i), which contains separate shapes for signal,
+ ν, and a background. In Fig. 1 (left) , the ratio of τ + ν, τ + → π + ν to µ + ν events is fixed to 2.65, as predicted by the SM. The CLEO collaboration finds B(D + → µ + ν) = (3.82 ± 0.32 ± 0.09) × 10 −4 and f D + = (206.7 ± 8.5 ± 2.5) MeV [2, 3] . Upper limits on B(D + → e + ν) and B(D + → τ + ν) are also obtained. D s tagging at 4.170 GeV is slightly more complicated than D tagging at 3.770 GeV, due to the additional photon from D * s → γD s . The reconstruction of the leptonic D s decays is achieved by first forming a D s meson from a hadronic final state, then combining it with a well-reconstructed photon, and calculating the missing-masssquared (MM * 2 ) recoiling against the D s + γ pair. On the signal side recoiling against the D s + γ combination, it is required that one, and only one charged track exists, with charge opposite to the tag D s . The missing-mass-squared recoiling against the D s γ + track system is then 
The events are then separated into three cases: case (i), where the track deposits less than 300 MeV energy in the calorimeter, characteristic of a muon or a non-interacting pion; case (ii), where the track deposits more than 300 MeV energy in the calorimeter and does not pass the electron selection, characteristic of an interacting pion; and case (iii), where the track satisfies the electron selection criteria. case (i) has 98.8% of the µ + ν events and 55% of the τ + ν, τ + → π + ν events. The fit to the case (i) and (ii) combined MM 2 distribution is shown in Fig. 1 (middle) , where the τ + ν/µ + ν ratio has been fixed to the SM prediction. When the τ + ν/µ + ν ratio is allowed to float, the branching fractions are determined to be B(D The second CLEO analysis on D
The technique is to search for events with one electron and not much other energy opposite a D s tag. To ensure an extremely clean event environment, only the three cleanest tag modes are used. It is required that E extra , the sum of the extra energy in the calorimeter not associated with the D s tag or the electron, to be less than 400 MeV. Note that there is no need to find the photon from the D * s . Fig. 1 (right) shows the distribution of E extra . Most of the backgrounds is due to semileptonic decays, but these are outside of the signal region. The , Belle has performed a full event reconstruction using their 548 fb −1 data sample [7] . They seek events of the type e + e − → D * s D ±,0 K ±,0 X, where D * s → γD s , and X can be any number of additional pions from fragmentation, and up to one photon. The four-momentum of the D s is determined without ambiguity by reconstruction of the system recoiling against the DKγX in the event. Fig. 2 (left) shows the distributions of recoil mass against the DKγX.
After further identifying a muon candidate, the recoil-mass-squared against the DKγXµ is calculated. Fig. 2 (right) shows the missing-mass-squared distribution. This results in the branching fraction B(D 
Conclusions
Precision measurements of charm decay constants at CLEO-c, Belle, and BABAR have brought the test of LQCD calculations to an unprecedented level. As a result, the past a few years witnessed considerable tension between theory and experiment with regard to the decay constant f D + s . With the dramatic improvements in precisions of both experimental measurements and LQCD calculations, we have seen disagreement between LQCD and experiment as large as 3.8σ [10] . This led to much speculation about the existence of new physics. Fig. 3 gives a summary of the current status.
An average of all the CLEO-c measurements gives f D + s = (259.0 ± 6.2 ± 3.0) MeV [6] . The BABAR results in Ref. [8] are correlated with another BABAR analysis [9] , which we haven't described here. The Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (HFAG) has averaged all the recent experimental results on f D = (248.0 ± 2.5) MeV [11] , which differ from the HFAG average by 1.6σ. Another calculation by the Fermilab Lattice and MILC Collaborations is also compatible with experiments but has larger uncertainties [12] .
Theory and experiment agree well on f 
